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Tｒｕｓｔｉｎｇ thｅ Cｏｕｒｔｓ : Rｅｄｒｅｓｓｉｎｇ thｅ Sｔａｔｅ Cｏｕｒｔ Fｕｎｄｉｎｇ Cｒｉｓｉｓ

Mｉｃｈａｅｌ Ｊ. Ｇｒａｅｔｚ

Aｂｓｔｒａｃｔ : Ｉｎ rｅｃｅｎｔ yｅａｒｓ, sｔａｔｅ cｏｕｒｔｓ hａｖｅ sｕｆｆｅｒｅｄ sｅｒｉｏｕｓ fｕｎｄｉｎｇ rｅｄｕｃｔｉｏｎｓ tｈａｔ hａｖｅ tｈｒｅａｔｅｎｅｄ tｈｅｉｒ aｂｉｌｉｔｙ tｏ rｅｓｏｌｖｅ cｒｉｍｉｎａｌ aｎｄ cｉｖｉｌ cａｓｅｓ iｎ a tｉｍｅｌｙ fａｓｈｉｏｎ. Ｐｒｏｐｏｓａｌｓ fｏｒ aｄｄｒｅｓｓｉｎｇ tｈｉｓ sｔａｔｅ cｏｕｒｔ fｕｎｄｉｎｇ cｒｉｓｉｓ hａｖｅ ｅｍｐｈａｓｉｚｅｄ pｕｂｌｉｃ eｄｕｃａｔｉｏｎ aｎｄ tｈｅ cｒｅａｔｉｏｎ oｆ cｏａｌｉｔｉｏｎｓ tｏ iｎｆｌｕｅｎｃｅ sｔａｔｅ lｅｇｉｓｌａｔｕｒｅｓ. Ｔｈｅｓｅ sｔｒａｔｅｇｉｅｓ aｒｅ ｕｌｉｋｅｌｙ tｏ sｃｒｅｅｄ, hｏｗｅｖｅｒ, aｎｄ nｅｗ iｎｓｔｉｔｕｔｉｏｎａｌ aｒｒａｎｇｅｍｅｎｔｓ aｒｅ nｅｃｅｓｓａｒｙ. Ｄｅｄｉｃａｔｅｄ sｔａｔｅ tｒｕｓｔ fｕｎｄｓ uｓｉｎｇ sｐｅｃｉｆｉｃ sｔａｔｅ rｅｖｅｎｕｅ sｏｕｒｃｅｓ tｏ fｕｎｄ cｏｕｒｔｓ oｆｆｅｒ tｈｅ mｏｓｔ pｒｏｍｉｓｅ fｏｒ aｄｅｑｕａｔｅ aｎｄ sｔａｂｌｅ sｔａｔｅ cｏｕｒｔ fｕｎｄｉｎｇ.

Let ｊｕｓｔｉｃｅ bｅ dｏｎｅ tｈｏｕｓａｎｄ tｈｅ hｅａｖｅｎｓ fａｌｌ.

– Ｌｏｒｄ Ｍａｎｓｆｉｅｌｄ (1768)

Ｗｅ Ａｍｅｒｉｃａｎｓ tａｋｅ iｔ fｏｒ gｒａｎｔｅｄ tｈａｔ iｆ wｅ bｕｙ aｎ aｕｔｏｍｏｂｉｌｅ oｒ mａｒｒｙ sｏｍｅｏｎｅ aｎｄ tｈｅ cａｒ oｒ sｐｏｕｓｅ tｕｒｎｓ oｕｔ tｏ bｅ a lｅｍｏｎ, wｅ cａｎ gｏ iｎｔｏ cｏｕｒｔ tｏ oｂｔａｉｎ rｅｌｉｅｆ. Ｉｆ wｅ gｅｔ iｎｔｏ a dｉｓｐｕｔｅ wｉｔｈ oｕｒ lａｎｄｌｏｒｄ oｒ a tｅｎａｎｔ oｒ wｉｔｈ oｕｒ fａｍｉｌｙ oｖｅｒ Ａｒｅｌａｔｅｖ’ｓ eｓｔａｔｅ, a jｕｄｇｅ wｉｌｌ bｅ sｉｔｔｉｎｇ iｎ tｈｅ lｏｃａｌ cｏｕｒｔｈｏｕｓｅ tｏ rｅｓｏｌｖｅ iｔ. Ｓｕｒｅｌｙ, iｆ cｏｎｆｒｏｎｔｅｄ wｉｔｈ dｏｍｅｓｔｉｃ vｉｏｌｅｎｃｅ, wｅ cａｎ pｒｏｍｐｔｌｙ oｂｔａｉｎ a rｅｓｔｒａｉｎｉｎｇ oｒｄｅｒ fｒｏｍ aｃｏｕｒｔ nｅａｒｂｙ. Ｉｆ wｅ aｒｅ wｒｏｎｇｆｕｌｌｙ aｒｒｅｓｔｅｄ aｎｄ cｈａｒｇｅｄ wｉｔｈ a cｒｉｍｅ, wｅ tａｋｅ cｏｍｆｏｒｔ iｎ tｈｅ fａｃｔ tｈａｔ oｕｒ cｏｎｓｔｉｔｕｔｉｏｎ pｒｏｖｉｄｅｓ uｓ tｈｅ rｉghtｓ tｏ cｏｕｎｃｅｌ aｎｄ ｓｐｅｅｄｙ tｒｉａｌ, aｎｄ wｅ lｏｏｋ fｏｒｗａｒｄ tｏ oｕｒ dａｙ iｎ cｏｕｒｔ tｏ vｉｎｄｉｃａｔｅ oｕｒｓｅｌｖｅｓ. Ｉｆ wｅ wａｎｔ tｏ vａｌｉｄａｔｅ oｕｒ rｉghtｓ tｏ sｐｅａｋ aｎｄ wｏｒｓｈｉｐ fｒｅｅｌｙ, bｅａｒ aｒｍｓ, oｒ cｏｎｔｒｉｂｕｔｅ vａｓｔ sｕｍｓ tｏ tｈｅ pｏlｉｔｉｃａｌ cｏｎｔｅｒｄｅｒ oｆ oｕｒ cｈｏｉｃｅ, wｅ eｘｐｅｒｔ oｕｒ cｌａｉｍｓ tｏ bｅ hｅａｒｄ pｒｏｍｐｔｌｙ aｎｄ fａｉｒｌｙ iｎ ａｃｏｎｖｉｎｉｅｎｔ cｏｕｒｔｈｏｕｓｅ.

Ｔｈｅ jｕｄｉｃｉａｒｙ iｓ tｈｅ iｎｄｉｓｐｅｎｓａｂｌｅ tｈｉｒｄ bｒａｎｃｈ oｆ ｏｕｒ ｄｅｍｏｃｒａｔｉｃ ｇｏｖｅｒｎｍｅｎｔ, tｈｅ oｎｅ tｈａｔ pｅａｃｅｆｕｌｌｙ rｅｓｏｌｖｅｓ oｕｒ dｉｓｐｕｔｅｓ aｎｄ mｏｓｔ vｉｑｕｉｒｏｕｓｌｙ gａｒａｎｔｅｅｓ oｕｒ lｉｂｅｒｔｙ. Ｗｅｌｌ-ｆｕｎｃｔｉｏｎｉｎｇ cｏｕｒｔｓ aｒｅ iｎｔｅｇｒａｌ tｏ oｕｒ dｅｍｏｃｒａｃｙ. Ｏｕｒ eｘｐｅｃｔａｔｉｏｎ tｈａｔ wｅ cａｎ rｅｓｏｌｖ
our legal rights in a court of law is so ingrained in our culture that we never give a second thought to the prospect that we might not be able to do so.

But many years of tight and frequently declining funding have exacted a substantial toll on the capacity of our courts to function as they should. In 2003, the Conference of State Court Administrators described state courts as facing “the worst fiscal crisis in many decades.” Of course, the crisis intensified when state budgets were decimated in the wake of the Great Recession. The heavens may not have fallen, but justice has suffered serious blows from the budget ax.

Except in rare and extraordinary circumstances, only federal courts – especially the U.S. Supreme Court – grab the media’s attention. This is hardly surprising: federal court rulings frequently have nationwide consequences. But it is the state courts that we count on to resolve the vast majority of our legal disputes, to ensure justice day-to-day. State courts hear more than 95 percent of all court cases filed in the United States. During 2011, about 370,000 civil cases were filed in federal courts. By comparison, California, Florida, Maryland, New York, and Virginia each had one million or more new civil cases filed in 2011. Total cases filed in our nations’ state courts grew from just under 90 million in 1995 to more than 108 million in 2008.4

Until the budget sequestration hit the courts in 2013, federal funding for the judiciary had generally increased to match its caseload, as had the number of federal court personnel. Even during the Great Recession, federal court funding held relatively steady at about $7 billion a year (two-tenths of 1 percent of the total federal budget).5 But in 2013, the federal spending sequestration legislation cut $350 million from federal court budgets, producing furloughs and layoffs of court personnel and causing reductions in drug testing, mental health services, probation services, court security services, and background checks, as well as periodic closures of the courts that delayed their ability to resolve cases.6 Even so, the federal courts have fared much better than state courts, which in recent years have had their budgets sharply reduced.

In 2010, more than forty states cut their courts’ funding. In most states, courts received 10 to 15 percent less funding in the years 2008 through 2011 than they did in 2007. These cumulative budget cuts have taken a harsh toll on state courts’ ability to function properly: more than forty states froze salaries; more than thirty laid off or furloughed judicial staff and stopped filling clerk vacancies; nearly thirty increased their case backlogs; and more than twenty reduced court operating hours and increased filing fees and fines.7 Michigan cut forty-nine judgeships, New York laid off five hundred employees, Alabama closed its state courts on Fridays, and New Hampshire essentially suspended civil jury trials.8

Delays are ubiquitous. In much of Minnesota, for example, it now takes more than a year for a misdemeanor case to be set for trial. Criminal cases in Georgia routinely take more than a year to resolve, while civil trials there have been suspended indefinitely. Personal injury cases in New Hampshire are commonly delayed two to three years.9 Steve White, presiding judge of the Sacramento County Superior Court, told The New York Times that, due to reduced staff, people commonly wait five to six hours to see a clerk, and residents frequently wait a full day for help in family courts, only to leave without having seen anyone. Simultaneously, unemployment and the threat (or the reality) of foreclosures and bankruptcy have increased family stress, making this economic downturn an especially bad time for courts to be unable to promptly resolve legal issues related to debtor-creditor relations, domestic rela-
tions, and parenting-time disputes. Criminal defendants have a constitutional right to a “speedy” trial, and domestic violence and parental misconduct cases require immediate judicial attention, so other civil litigation goes to the back of the line. If a state civil case filed in 2007 took one and a half years to be resolved, the same case filed in 2013 would require nearly four and a half years. In Los Angeles, the average case disposition time increased from just under two years to four and a half years in 2012. Accounts of dysfunction in the state courts could fill this volume. If justice delayed is, in fact, justice denied, injustice abounds.

The National Center for State Courts (NCSC), the American Bar Association (ABA), and many state courts and bar associations have well documented the deleterious consequences of the declines in state court budgets. The NCSC and ABA have both conducted and funded excellent reports on the effects of inadequate funding of state judiciaries and have advanced several proposals to address the problems they uncovered. The NCSC concluded that due to decreased state budgets for the judiciary, “the public’s access to justice is being jeopardized.” Both organizations have published numerous calls for greater efforts by judicial officials and their allies to obtain adequate funding from state legislatures.

David Boies and Ted Olson – the famous adversaries in *Bush v. Gore* (2000) who subsequently joined forces to contest California’s ban on gay marriage – teamed up again (far from the national spotlight) to cochair the ABA’s Task Force on Preservation of the Justice System. At the ABA’s annual meeting in August 2011, Boies and Olson received the association’s highest honor for their leadership of this task force, which, after conducting numerous fact-finding hearings around the country, concluded that “the courts of our country are in crisis” due to the “failure of state and local legislatures to provide adequate funding.” In 2011, the task force obtained unanimous approval for ABA House of Delegates Resolution 302, which urges state and local bar associations “to document the impact of funding cuts to the justice systems in their jurisdictions, to publicize the effects of those cutbacks, and to create coalitions to address and respond to the ramifications of funding shortages to their justice systems.”

No one now denies that the funding problems of state courts are causing serious harm. The adverse consequences have spread far beyond litigants and court personnel. The ABA Task Force Report documented detrimental effects on public safety, ranging from increased travel and delays for police officers waiting to testify at criminal trials to releases of criminal defendants when their speedy trial clocks run out. Cutbacks in courthouse security personnel have increased the risks inside courthouses. Delays in domestic violence cases can have tragic consequences.

State court funding reductions are also costly to the regional economy. Economic losses include not only the direct effects of state employment reductions and lower revenues for the adjacent legal community, but also decreased investment, since funds are held in reserve for longer pending resolution of legal disputes. When uncertainty rises regarding the likelihood of efficacious judicial enforcement of property and contract rights, investment financing becomes more difficult to obtain, economic risks increase, and economically beneficial transactions simply may not occur. Writing in the *Journal of Public Economics*, economist Matthieu Chemin concluded that “[f]inding ways to speed up judiciaries is . . . fundamental to economic growth.” One microeconomic study estimated that in 2012, cutbacks in state judiciary funding would eventually “result in estimated losses of $53.3 billion from increased un-
certainty on the part of litigants,” not including “losses from declines in employment at state judiciaries, law firms and the resulting declines in economic output . . . resulting from the funding cutbacks.”

The ongoing shrinkage of state court resources also encourages those who can afford it to seek alternatives to courts for resolving disputes. Increasing use of arbitration, mediation, and “private” judges raises complex and cross-cutting issues well beyond the scope of this essay. It suffices here to observe that, advantages to litigants notwithstanding, the emergence and evolution of a two-tier system of justice poses substantial risks for state judicial systems. If complex business cases and other controversies among those who can afford private adjudication flee the judicial system, leaving state courts to resolve cases principally involving criminal defendants and the poor and powerless, it will become increasingly difficult to attract and retain high-quality state court judges (and other personnel). In turn, the temptation for state legislatures to further decrease state court funding will grow. As U.S. District Court Judge Jack Weinstein has observed, “This would create a situation analogous to what has happened to public education in some of our central cities because of the middle class exodus to private schools and the suburbs.”

In 1970, Warren Burger, then the Chief Justice of the United States, told the American Bar Association:

A sense of confidence in the courts is essential to maintain the fabric of ordered liberty for a free people and three things could destroy that confidence and do incalculable damage to society: that people come to believe that the law – in the larger sense – cannot fulfill its primary function to protect them and their families in their homes, at their work, and on the public streets. The facts of diminished funding of state courts are indisputable. The harmful consequences of funding cutbacks have been well-documented and are now clear. The question of how to redress this situation, however, remains.

State courts obviously must improve their efficiency and enhance their cost-effectiveness. Approximately 95 percent of annual state court costs are for personnel, which means that the diminished funding has left vacancies unfilled and has produced furloughs and firings. It also implies that too little is being spent on technology. In some cases, funding reductions have produced efforts to “re-engineer” state courts, reorganizing them in order to curtail duplicative costs (perhaps most notable among these efforts is the consolidation of trial courts in California). The push for cost savings has also stimulated more electronic payment, document management, and filings of court documents; video conferencing in rural areas; forms downloadable from the web; and online answers to questions – in short, a general increase in the online accessibility of court services. Procedures and forms for straightforward cases, like uncontested divorces and small claims, have been greatly simplified in some states. So, the funding reductions have stimulated some improvements in the courts, prompting them to enhance and streamline services in order to better serve the public. Such enhancements should continue to be implemented and spread to other states.
But on a less positive note, many state courts have responded to cuts by endeavoring to increase their self-funding, principally by raising filing and other fees, but also by raising fines. In Washington, the imposition of new surcharges and increased fees spurred the state Supreme Court in 2013 to reaffirm indigent litigants’ rights to waiver of all fees. To be sure, although increases in fees may deter low- and middle-income litigants from seeking relief, they may be necessary in some cases. But on the other hand, raising fines to fund court functions is never apt: it conflicts with the impartiality in setting punishments that we expect and deserve from the judiciary.

Historically, state and local judicial functions were largely conducted by judges elected and funded locally. But the court reform movement of the mid-twentieth century changed that, and state courts are now typically unified, and in most states are under the administrative control of the state Supreme Court and at least partly funded by the state. This unification, along with political pressure to limit property taxes (the prime source of local funds), and a striving for greater stability and uniformity of funding statewide, has provided an impetus to shift funding of state courts to state rather than local budgets. Today, although there are variations among the states, the vast bulk of state court funds are supplied through state budgets. These budgets are determined (usually annually) by state legislators. Funds allocated to the judiciary are generally 1 to 2 percent of state budgets, although in a few states they range as high as 3 or 4 percent.

There is a surprising consistency in the recommendations for redressing the state court funding crisis and avoiding similar deficits in the future. The recommendations of the ABA Task Force in their report “Crisis in the Courts,” which were endorsed unanimously by the ABA House of Delegates, are typical. Echoing the findings of virtually all such analyses, the Task Force first urges achieving operating efficiencies in the courts. The task force report also urges state and local bar associations to: 1) “document the impact of funding cutbacks to the justice systems in their jurisdictions”; 2) “publicize the effects of those cutbacks”; and 3) “create coalitions to address and respond to the ramifications of funding shortages to their justice systems.”

The ABA also recommends that state and local governments “develop principles that would provide for stable and predictable levels of funding.” Furthermore, it urges both the courts and bar associations to better communicate with and educate public officials and the public about the “value of adequately funding the justice system.”

The NCSC has endorsed a similar strategy, calling for more engagement with the legislatures by state chief justices, “regular meetings” between the judiciary and legislative bodies, and “strong alliances” between state and local bar associations and other constituents. State bar associations and other independent analysts have advanced similar recommendations.

Muster any confidence in the potential success of such strategies, however, is difficult, not least because of a lack of public concern. As Paul De Muniz, the former Chief Justice of the Oregon Supreme Court, observed in a report for the NCSC: “The court funding crisis is ‘not being talked about around the dinner tables of America.’” Putting aside the fact that the American public rarely gathers around dinner tables anymore, such calls for greater public engagement as a response to inadequate state court funding of state judicial systems face serious obstacles. First, only 13 percent of the public has a “great deal of confidence” in state courts (although by this metric, they fare twice as well as state legislatures and four times better than Congress). Moreover, state court funding is not a salient issue with the American peo-
people, who are dealing with far more immediate concerns. When asked about needs for greater state funding, public schools, roads and bridges, health insurance, public transportation, and the police all enjoy at least twice as much public support as state courts. At most, the public will give media articles about acute judicial funding shortages and their consequences a brief glance. Public contact with state courts is episodic, and (in family, probate, or traffic courts, for example) can often be disappointing or even distressing. Endeavoring to engage the public in creating an effective ongoing political coalition to convince state legislatures to provide “adequate, stable, and predictable” judiciary funding is a distracting delusion.

Only fundamental institutional change has the potential to protect the judiciary from the vagaries of annual state legislative budgeting. But despite all the time, energy, and ink devoted to the crisis in funding state judiciaries— including widespread complaints about the threats funding shortages pose to the constitutional independence of the judiciary and the separation of powers, as well as a few instances where funding cutbacks have served as “payback” for judicial decisions key legislators disliked— new institutional arrangements have not been advanced. To be sure, achieving successful institutional change is easier said than done.

What new institutional arrangements would significantly enhance protections for stable judiciary funding? First, a multi-year perspective seems necessary. This suggests that a state “trust fund” might be a viable solution. Trust funds, which typically earmark a specific source of revenue for a particular spending purpose, are widely used by the federal and state governments. At the federal level, the trust funds directing payroll taxes to Social Security and Medicare and the trust fund allocating gasoline and diesel fuel taxes to fund highways are the best known, but the United States Code lists ninety-one trust funds, including, for example, funds for the Philippines, the Library of Congress, Puerto Rico, and certain veterans’ benefits. The states also maintain trust funds for a large variety of purposes: Wyoming has a trust fund for wildlife and natural resource conservation; Wisconsin and several other states use them for prevention of child abuse and neglect; and California and many other states employ them to pay for affordable housing, to name just a few examples. Many states have created trust funds for spending the proceeds of their settlements with tobacco companies, and all the states maintain trust funds for unemployment insurance.

As political scientist Eric Patashnik has reported, trust funds— while frequently neither legally binding on the legislature nor necessarily economically significant— have been quite successful in producing politically stable long-term funding commitments. A state trust fund with earmarked revenues devoted to funding the state’s judicial branch would provide state judiciaries with much more stable and predictable funding over time. Trust fund financing would also help insulate the judicial branch from funding cuts from state legislators who may disapprove of specific court decisions. A state trust fund would also serve to fortify the judiciary’s independence from the executive and legislative branches’ political pressures, thereby strengthening the separation of powers mandated in state constitutions.

Calling for trust fund financing for the judiciary raises two additional questions: 1) from what revenue sources will the trust funds come; and 2) who will determine the level and timing of withdrawals? The second question is considerably easier to answer than the first. Allowing the judicial branch itself to manage withdrawals would have the salutary effect of freeing the ju-
diciary from detailed legislative directives about how its budget must be spent. It would also discourage “pork-barrel” legislative politics and executive line-item vetoes. This kind of judicial budgetary independence would also better position legislatures to hold the judicial branch responsible for serving the public interest. Spending flexibility and control should be granted to the judicial branch on the condition that it achieve efficiency and economy in the adjudication process. The judicial branch would thus benefit from its own successes but also bear the costs of its failures.

Given the wide variations in public finance among the states, determining the revenue sources for the trust funds is considerably more difficult. These variations include not only differences in the sources and levels of state funds and the share of each state’s budget dedicated to financing the judiciary, but also interstate disparities in the proportion and levels of state versus local financing of the courts. As a general observation, two criteria emerge: 1) the funding source should be adequate; and 2) the revenue should come from a source that will not be dramatically affected by changes in the state’s economic well-being. For most states, dedicating a portion of state sales tax revenues equal to 1 to 2 percent of overall state expenditures to a state court trust fund would satisfy both criteria. Court filing and other fees should also go into the trust fund. (Court fines, however, should be directed to general revenues because of the potential for conflicts of interest and risk of undermining the public’s confidence in judicial integrity.) This combination of revenues should provide an adequate and relatively stable and predictable source of funds for courts in most states.

The political difficulties of convincing state legislatures to create such trust funds for funding their judiciaries loom large. If the endeavor to secure annual funding is any indication, creating a coalition that can persuade state legislatures is an immense challenge. But if successful, such efforts would not need to be repeated annually. Creating a trust fund for state court finances would be a far more fruitful avenue than relying on successful public education and annual coalition-building, which have up to this point been at the forefront of efforts to address the crises caused by inadequate state court funding. The deleterious effects of recent shortfalls in state court funding may have opened up new opportunities for fundamental institutional change. The courts and their allies should endeavor to take advantage of such opportunities wherever they exist.
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